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Influence of magnetic anisotropy
in nanocomposites

on the superferromagnetic

ordering

Steen M&up and Gunnar Christiansen
Luboratwy

of Applied Physics, Technical University

of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Magnetic interaction between ultrafine particles may result in superferromagnetism, i.e.,
ordering of t.he magnetic moments of particles which would be superparamagnetic if they were
noninteracting. In this article we discuss the influence of the magnetic anisotropy on the
temperature dependence of the order parameter.

Noninteracting ultrafine particles of magnetic materials are superparamagnetic at finite temperatures. However,
if such particles are brought close together the magnetic
interaction (dipole ancl/or exchange interaction) may result in an ordering of the magnetic moments below a
critical temperature Tp’ If the magnetic moments of the
particles are parallel the ordering is called superferromagnetic.rm3 The order parameter b( 7’) of a superferromagnetic system decreases with increasing temperature Tin a
way which is similar to the behavior of normal ferromagnetic materials.‘j3 Super-ferromagnetic materials may have
interesting applications. In the vicinity of Tp the initial
susceptibility is very large. It has recently been suggested
to use such materials for magnetic. refrigeration.4
The magnetic energy of a particle (i) in a superferromagnetic system may be written
Eji=-K[-l'(e*u)'-

C

- K,&f%(

T)cos&

(3)

For simplicity it is assumed in the following that the
saturation magnetization of the particles is independent of
temperature, i.e., that the temperature is well below the
Curie temperature of the particles, It is easy to extend the
calculations to the case where the magnetization of the
particles is a function of temperature.‘-3
The partition function for a particle with energy given
by Eq. (3) can be written
Z=&-

j--”

dq

j-i

d0 sinf3 exp[ -E/kT),

(4)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
The average magnetization of the particle (i) along the
z direction is proportional to

64 =4T)

where K is the magnetic anisotropy energy constant, V is
the volume, e is a unit vector in the easy magnetization
direction, and u is a unit vector in the direction of the
magnetization vector of the particle. Ml and Mj are the
magnetization vectors of the particles i and j, respectively,
and the summation is taken over all neighboring particles
Cj). &$ is a magnetic coupling constant for the interaction
between the particles i and j.
A simple mean-field theory has been used to calculate
the magnetic properties of such a system.‘-3 It is assumed
that the summation over the neighbors ( j) in Eq. ( 1) can
be replaced by an average over the neighboring particles:
(M).
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In previous publications it has been shown that if the
magnetic anisotropy is negligible (X=0),
Eq. (5) is reduced to

(2)

The z direction is now defined as the direction of (M)
and the x direction is chosen such that it is in the plane
defined by e and (M). Using the spherical coordinates
defined in Fig. 1, one finds that e= (sinv, 0, COW) and
II= (sin0 cosq, sin0 sinq?, WC&). We first assume that the
easy directions of all the particles j form the same angle u
with the z direction but form different azimuthal angles.
Thus when all azimuthal angles are equally represented in
the summation in Eq. ( 1) the resulting field from the
neighboring particles is directed along the z direction.
Introducing the order parameter b(T) = (M)/M,
Eq.
(2) can be written
6955
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FIG. 1. Cartesian system and definition of the angles 0, +I$and IJ used in
the calculations.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the order parameter b(T)
indicated values of the anisotropy parameter A.

for the

FIG. 3. Calculated dependence of the ordering temperature as a function
of the anisotropy parameter tl in the case when u=O.

but Tp< I”’ for large values of the angle ~1.In a previous
publication6 it was shown that for small values of the anisotropy the value of ‘TP is given by

b(T)=f.($b(Tj),

K&P

where L( ) is the Langevin function and c
tion temperature given by

(7)

Below the transition temperature the magnetic interaction between the particles results in ordering of the magnetic moments of the particles (superferromagnetic ordering ). Above pj the particles are superparamagnetic [b( T)
=O]. This model has been shown to account for the
measured temperature dependence of the average hypertine
held of ultraflne particles of goethite (cr-FeOOH) (Refs. 1
and 3) and of imperfect. Fe/Ag multilayers
The magnetic anisotropy energy constant of ultrafine
magnetic particles is often considerably larger than the
bulk value. For small particles of metallic iron and iron
oxides values of K in the range 104-IO6 J rnh3 have been
reported. For a particle with a diameter of about 8 nm and
Ks 10’ J m -3 we find that KV/k N 2000 K which is much
larger than the reported values of !C$. It is therefore surprising that the experimental results could be fitted well
using a model in which K=O. In the following we present
the results of some calculations of b ( T) for superferromagnetic systems wit.h finite values of the magnetic anisotropy.
First we consider the case when v=O, i.e., the easy
direction of magnetization is parallel to the mean-field direction. We introduce the anisotropy parameter A =KV/
kq.
Figure 2 shows the calc.ulated temperature dependence of b(T) for various values of A. It is seen that the
transition temperature TP increases with increasing values
of rl and the shape of the curves also depends on the value
of A. In Fig. 3 we have shown T/c
as a function of A.
For rl + o~i one finds that T/c3 (corresponding to an
Ising model for the superferromagnetic particles).
In Fig. 4 is shown the influence of the angle u on b(T)
for A = 1.0. It is found that Tp> q for small values of LJ,
6956
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In practice it may be expected that the easy directions
of magnetization in a sample of ultraline particles are randomly oriented. In this case the temperature dependence of
the order parameter can be found by integrating over all
orientations:
b(T)

=k

Ji

dtl sin u

Jcd0 sin0

COST

exp ( - EJkT)

Jo” d8 sin0 exp( - EJkT)

’
(9)

where Ei is given by Eq. (3 ).
Solving this equation for b( T) numerically we obtain
the results given in Fig. 5 for A=O, 1, and 5. [The curve for
A=0 is identical to that obtained by solving Eq. (6).] In
order to compare the shapes of the curves we have scaled
the curves for A= 1 and 5 such that the transition temperatures are equal to that for -420. It is seen that both for
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the order parameter b( 7’) for various angles u. The results were obtained for ,d= 1.0.
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A = 1 and 5 the scaled curves lie above that for A =O. However, the deviation is much less than that found for a fixed
angle u, e.g., v=O. Thus it is found that a random orientation of the easy directions results in a temperature dependence of the order parameter which is close to that
found for A=O. This may explain why the experimental
results can be fitted well with a model with A =O.
The work was supported by the Danish Council for
Technical Research.
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PIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the order parameter for a random
orieutation of the easy directions. Results are shown for A = 0, 1, and 5.
The dotted and the dash-dotted lines are the curves for A= 1 and 5,
respectively x&d to the same transition temperature as for A =O.
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